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Abstract

In the domain of video tracking, existing methods often
grapple with a trade-off between spatial density and tempo-
ral range. Current approaches in dense optical flow estima-
tors excel in providing spatially dense tracking but are lim-
ited to short temporal spans. Conversely, recent advance-
ments in long-range trackers offer extended temporal cov-
erage but at the cost of spatial sparsity. This paper intro-
duces FlowTrack, a novel framework designed to bridge this
gap. FlowTrack combines the strengths of both paradigms
by 1) chaining confident flow predictions to maximize effi-
ciency and 2) automatically switching to an error compen-
sation module in instances of flow prediction inaccuracies.
This dual strategy not only offers efficient dense tracking
over extended temporal spans but also ensures robustness
against error accumulations and occlusions, common pit-
falls of naive flow chaining. Furthermore, we demonstrate
that chained flow itself can serve as an effective guide for
an error compensation module, even for occluded points.
Our framework achieves state-of-the-art accuracy for long-
range tracking on the DAVIS dataset, and renders 50%
speed-up when performing dense tracking.

1. Introduction

Understanding the intricate dynamics of objects as they
move, deform, and occlude within video sequences has
been a longstanding challenge in the field of computer vi-
sion [45]. This challenge is significantly amplified when it
comes to long-range understanding [3, 13, 23, 25], where
the temporal and spatial extents of these interactions extend
over periods and distances.

In addressing the intricate challenge of dense and long-
range tracking, a recent development, OmniMotion [41]
approaches this by finding dense trajectories through the
optimization of dynamic neural fields [24]. While Omni-
Motion successfully generates reliable dense trajectories, it
demands extensive optimization for each video and often
encounters training instability, especially in complex video
sequences. Recent developments in point tracking meth-
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Figure 1. We revisit optical flow to tackle dense long-range
tracking problem. We address the drifting and occlusion issues
in optical flow using our error compensation module. This mod-
ule rectifies the error in the flow by leveraging confident motion
extracted through flow chaining.

ods [5, 6, 11, 20] offer an alternative for long-range dense
tracking, by processing densely sampled query points. Yet,
this requires exhaustive processing of each point across the
entire video sequence. Also, these point tracking methods
often disregard the spatial context [6, 11], leading to spatial
incoherence.

In pursuit of a practical approach for dense and long-
range tracking, we revisit optical flow [7, 15, 17, 37, 43].
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Figure 2. Visualization of dense long-range tracking. Our method successfully predicts dense long-range tracking with manageable
computation and offers better spatial smoothness compared to point-wise tracking methods [6]. Best viewed in color.

Optical flow is a well-established problem in computer vi-
sion that focuses on tracking every point across consecutive
video frames. Despite significant advancements in dense
optical flow, their effectiveness in long-range tracking re-
mains underexplored. Although we can easily extend op-
tical flow to long-range by sequentially chaining flow esti-
mates, this straightforward extension encounters two signif-
icant challenges. First, small errors in flow estimation can
accumulate over time, leading to trajectory drift. Second,
in situations where the point of interest becomes occluded
or the trajectory has drifted, it is challenging to recover it
to the correct tracking path. Despite these drawbacks, we
found dense optical flow exhibits exceptional accuracy in
short sequences, comparable to state-of-the-art point track-
ing methods [6]. Furthermore, the use of optical flow offers
a significant computational advantage, as the cost of track-
ing a single point becomes trivial once the flow has been
computed. This raises a compelling question: Can we ex-
tend off-the-shelf dense optical flow estimators to achieve
long-range tracking by harnessing their powerful short-term
tracking capabilities and computational efficiency?

In this context, we present an error compensation mod-
ule designed to address the challenges of optical flow in the
long-range tracking task, which is illustrated in Fig. 1. This
module is activated to correct the error whenever the frame-
work detects unconfident flow predictions. Here, we lever-

age the spatio-temporal motion prior of readily obtained
optical flow. We observe that a confident trajectory obtained
from flow can serve as an effective signal to compensate for
the error of unconfident flow. The correlation of motion and
the spatial smoothness present in the confident motion al-
lows us to discern the co-movement of objects [4, 8] directly
from the optical flow. This enables inference of movement
in occluded areas by referencing the movement of nearby
objects or the background. Additionally, the spatial smooth-
ness of optical flow is beneficial in processing areas with
minimal texture or repetitive patterns [39]. It aids in main-
taining spatial consistency during error correction, yielding
consistent dense prediction, as shown in Fig. 2. From these
insights, we extract motion priors from optical flow and pro-
cess them through a motion encoder. The processed motion
is then used as an input to an error compensation module.
In summary, our contributions are as follows:
• We revisit optical flow methods for long-range tracking,

and introduce a framework that effectively leverages their
powerful short-term tracking capabilities and efficiency.

• We introduce an error compensation module that ad-
dresses the challenges of trajectory drift and occlusion
from optical flow.

• We demonstrate that our framework yields significant im-
provements on long-range tracking tasks in terms of both
accuracy and speed.
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Figure 3. Optical flow estimator vs. long-range tracker.
(top) Within a short time span and in the absence of occlusion,
RAFT [37], an off-the-shelf optical flow estimator, achieves com-
parable performance against TAPIR [6], a long-range tracker. The
scores are measured on the TAPVid-DAVIS dataset [5]. (bottom)
When measuring inference time for extracting dense trajectories,
RAFT is approximately ×30 faster than TAPIR. Inference time is
measured in horsejump-high video in DAVIS.

2. Related Work
Optical flow. Optical flow is a fundamental problem in
the field of computer vision that aims to estimate corre-
spondence between adjacent frames in videos [16, 17, 36].
RAFT [37] is a seminal work that iteratively refines the
flow estimate by processing the local cost volume. Recent
methods employ Transformer [15] architecture or Masked
Autoencoder [35] to find better feature representation upon
the iterative refinement paradigm. Although these methods
can predict precise displacement on two nearby frames, they
suffer from predicting long-range trajectories. Recent Ac-
cFlow [42] explores long-range optical flow with a back-
ward accumulation strategy in synthetic setups, while our
method focuses on real-world scenarios with more severe
occlusions. Multi-frame optical flow methods [9, 27, 32,
34] explore to improve flow prediction by leveraging mul-
tiple nearby frames. Our work is complementary to multi-
frame optical flow methods, and advancements in this field
can be directly integrated into our framework.

Long-term point tracking. PIPs [11] suggests predicting
each trajectory independently while leveraging long-range
context, distinct from optical flow methods that predict
dense two-frame displacements for all pixels. Similarly,
TAPIR [6] predicts long-term trajectory given a good initial
prediction from TAPNet [5]. However, these works over-
look the spatial correlation between the points, which could
give a strong prior for dense tracking. Concurrently, Co-
Tracker [20] leverages the spatial relations with the Trans-
former architecture. However, they track additional points
for each query point to introduce spatial redundancy, thus
requiring a large amount of extra computation and hinder-
ing its applicability. Other distinct works [28, 41] aim to

predict long-term dense trajectory. MFT [28] finds flow
with the distant frames and chooses the most confident flow
within the candidates, which may inherit the problem of op-
tical flow methods on handling distant frames. OmniMo-
tion [41], which optimizes a dynamic neural field for each
video [24], suffers from unstable and slow training, requir-
ing hours per video.

In this paper, we bridge the gap between short-range
optical flow and long-range point tracking. We develop a
method for long-range dense tracking that achieves high-
precision tracking over extended periods while maintaining
computational tractability.

3. Method

3.1. Motivation and Preliminaries

We propose a novel framework that revisits the effective-
ness of dense optical flow estimators for long-range point
tracking in videos. While the most simple extension for ap-
plying optical flow to long-range tracking involves chaining
adjacent flow predictions, this approach often leads to error
accumulation and struggles to handle occlusions effectively.
Meanwhile, we recognize that dense flow estimators offer
fast and accurate tracking over short sequences, as illus-
trated in Fig. 3. To leverage this advantage, we selectively
use the flow estimators for intervals where it remains accu-
rate and effectively switch to an error compensation mod-
ule, whenever the flow prediction is inaccurate. Addition-
ally, we found that confident motion extracted from optical
flow can aid in correcting the flow itself. In this regard, we
introduce a motion prior into the error correction module,
which helps the model to understand motion structure and
local-global spatial similarities. Fig. 4 illustrates the error
compensation module.

For the long-range tracking, we start with a query point,
denoted as q, in the first frame of a video. The objective
is to predict its trajectory T = {pt}Tt=1 across the video
frames I = {It}Tt=1, where pt denotes a point in frame
t, It ∈ RH×W×3 represents a frame at time t, and T is
the total number of frames. Additionally, we predict the
visibility status V = {vt}Tt=1 of the tracked point, where
v represents probability for visibility. For simplicity, we
assume a single query point is given in the first frame, and
this can be easily generalized to dense tracking by densely
sampling the point.

3.2. Long-Range Tracking with Flow Chaining

Given an off-the-shelf dense optical flow [15, 37, 43] model
F(·), we compute the forward and backward flows between
adjacent frames as follows:

Ft = F(It, It+1), F rev
t = F(It+1, It), (1)
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Figure 4. Overview of the error compensation module.

where Ft ∈ RH×W×2 and F rev
t ∈ RH×W×2 represent the

forward and backward flows, respectively. We utilize these
flows to calculate the trajectory of the query point by chain-
ing the flows as follows:

p1 = q,

pt+1 = Interp(Ft, pt) + pt, (2)

where Interp(·) denotes a sampling process using bicubic
interpolation, which computes an interpolated value based
on the position of a given point.

Flow filtering. To address occlusion and drifting, we
first filter inaccurate predictions using cycle-consistency
check [18], which is done by comparing the forward and
backward flows. This process can be defined as follows:

vcyclet+1 = 1
[
Interp(F rev

t+1, pt+1) + Interp(Ft, pt) < τcycle
]
.

(3)

Here, 1[·] denotes an indicator function, and τcycle rep-
resents the cycle consistency threshold. Additionally, we
compare the features of the predicted point to the features

of the query point to enhance robustness against drifting:

Dq = Interp(E(I1), q),
Dt+1 = Interp(E(It+1), pt+1),

vt+1 = vt ∗ vcyclet+1 ∗ 1
[

Dt+1 ·Dq

∥Dt+1∥∥Dq∥
> τfeat

]
. (4)

In the above equations, E(·) denotes a feature encoder, Dq

and Dt+1 represent feature vectors for q and pt+1, respec-
tively. By iterating Eq. 2 and Eq. 4 from t = 1 to T − 1,
we obtain the trajectory and occlusion information. This
chaining process can be formally represented as:

T ,V = FlowChain(q, {It}Tt=1), (5)

Flow chaining efficiently produces a dense trajectory within
the video once the flow has been extracted. However, it
lacks the ability to recover from errors, as it heavily relies
on accurate prediction of the previous flow predictions.

3.3. Error Compensation Module

To address the limitations of the flow chaining process, we
introduce a module designed to recover from errors by di-
rectly comparing the features of the query point to the fea-
tures of the current frame image. Similar to RAFT [37],
we iteratively update the initial prediction p obtained from
the flow chaining by predicting updates ∆p and ∆v, refin-
ing the intermediate estimate with pk+1 = pk + ∆p and
vk+1 = vk +∆v. To estimate the update, we first construct
a local correlation map between the query point and local
neighborhood of predicted position from flow chaining, de-
fined as follows:

N (p) = {p+ δ | δ ∈ Z2, ∥δ∥∞ ≤ r}. (6)

Here, r represents the radius of the local neighborhood. We
then calculate the correlation map by performing a dot prod-
uct between the feature of the query point and the features
extracted from the neighborhood N (p). To capture hierar-
chical information, we create a set of correlation maps from
a 4-layered pyramidal feature map [37] and these correla-
tion maps are flattened and stacked to form C(p), which is
then fed into a model predicting the error residuals for the
erroneously predicted point and its visibility status:

∆p,∆v = Φ(p, C(p)), (7)

where Φ represents a learnable function.
Although this formulation allows for error compensa-

tion, the correlation map may contain noise and ambiguity,
especially in the presence of repetitive patterns or texture-
less areas [33]. To address this ambiguity, we leverage the
temporal smoothness of the trajectory. Instead of updating
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Figure 5. Visualization of attention map for motion prior. We
visualize the attention map of visible and occluded points attend-
ing to motion priors. Even when a point is occluded, motion priors
from optical flow can guide the reasoning for the occluded point.

∆p and ∆v on one frame at a time, we update them on mul-
tiple frames together in a window:

{∆pt}t∈W , {∆vt}t∈W = Φ
(
{[pt, C(pt)]}t∈W

)
, (8)

where [·] indicates concatenation operation and W denotes
the temporal window. The model iteratively updates the ini-
tial prediction from the erroneous flow chaining result with
the predicted residuals, iterating K times, effectively com-
pensating for drifting or occlusion errors.

In practice, we implement Φ(·) using a Transformer ar-
chitecture [40]. Also, in addition to p and C(p), we provide
the feature of the query point and the embedded relative po-
sition within the local temporal window W [20]. All these
embeddings are combined and aggregated across the tem-
poral dimension within the Transformer.

3.4. Leveraging Spatio-Temporal Motion Prior
from Optical Flow

With optical flow information readily available, we can cap-
ture local motion patterns at almost no additional computa-
tional cost. By incorporating spatial context into our model,
we enable it to leverage objectness [8] and spatial smooth-
ness [19], such as the co-movement of points belonging
to the same object, which can be seen in Fig. 5. This en-
hances the training process by providing valuable informa-
tion for occluded points and aiding the model in understand-
ing local-global similarities among tracks.

Motion extraction with optical flow. We begin by ex-
tracting trajectories within a temporal window W , using op-
tical flow chaining. Our trajectory estimation starts from the
first frame of the temporal window, and we sample initial
positions using a regular grid with a specified stride. This

process can be formally defined as follows:

G = {(x, y) | x = [0 : W : s], y = [0 : H : s]},
TW ,VW = FlowChain(G, {It}t∈W), (9)

where s denotes stride and TW ∈ R|G|×|W|×2,VW ∈
R|G|×|W| represent the arrays of trajectories and their vis-
ibility, respectively. When training, we use randomly sam-
pled Ns points rather than a regular grid for regulariza-
tion. Subsequently, we process these trajectories using a
specially designed motion encoder.

Motion encoder. The purpose of the motion encoder is
to identify coarse motion structures and capture spatial
smoothness that can aid in tracking. To effectively uncover
its motion structure, we employ the Transformer architec-
ture [40]. It’s worth noting that the trajectory has both spa-
tial and temporal dimensions. Therefore, we decompose
the process into a spatial transformer layer and a temporal
transformer layer similar to [1, 2, 25], as follows:

x = Embedding([TW ,VW ])

x′
i+1 = Espat

i

(
Etemp
i (xi)

)
. (10)

Here, Embedding represents an embedding layer that
projects the input to the dimensions of the transformer layer,
and x and x′ represent intermediate results. Along with TW ,
we also add visibility status obtained from flow chaining.
The spurious trajectories lacking valid motion information
can mislead the model’s motion reasoning [38], thus visibil-
ity status can guide the model to decide the what motion to
trust. In practice, to provide better contextual information,
we additionally add features corresponding to the points G
and the similarity between a feature from G and a feature
from position T to the input. We then alternately apply
Etemp(·) and Espat(·) L times to the embedding, resulting
in a set of intermediate embeddings XW = {x′

i}Li=1. Fi-
nally, we condition an error compensation module Φ with
the extracted motion embeddings XW .

Decoding motion prior on error compensation module.
We condition the error compensation module Φ on the mo-
tion embeddings XW using cross-attention [40]. Specifi-
cally, we modify the architecture of Φ similarly to a Trans-
former decoder. The decoder consists of two alternating
components: a self-attention layer and a cross-attention
layer, where self-attention layer models temporal interac-
tions, while the cross-attention layer learns to leverage spa-
tial priors learned from the motion encoder. We redefine
Eq. 8 as follows:

{∆pt}t∈W , {∆vt}t∈W = Φ
(
{[pt, C(pt)]}t∈W ,X

)
.
(11)

Note that X is calculated only once and shared across all
iterations, leading to efficiency. Finally, we correct the error
in flow chaining by progressively improving it through the
predicted update outlined in Eq. 11.
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Algorithm 1: FlowTrack.
Input: A video sequence {I1, . . . , IT }; Extracted forward flow

{F1, . . . FT−1} and backward flow {F rev
1 , . . . F rev

T−1};
Query setQ; Strided grid G;

Output: Trajectory T and visibility V of the points.
1 begin
2 Initialization: T ,V ← ∅
3 for t = 1 : T : ⌊ |W|

2
⌋ do

4 W ← {t, . . . , t+ |W|}
5 /* Extract motion prior */
6 TW ,VW ← FlowChain(G, {It}t∈W )
7 XW ← MotionEncoder(TW ,VW )
8

9 /* In practice, multiple queries are
processed concurrently. */

10 for q ∈ Q do
11 T ′,V ′ ← FlowChain(q, {It}t∈W )
12

13 Find confident track Tconf ⊂ T ′,Vconf ⊂ V ′

14 Update: T ,V with Tconf ,Vconf
15

16 Tu,Vu ← T \ Tconf ,V \ Vconf
17 /* Iterative refinement */
18 for i = 1, . . . ,K do
19 ∆p,∆v ← Φ(Tu,Vu;XW )
20 Update: Tu,Vu with ∆p,∆v

21 Update: T ,V with Tu,Vu

3.5. Integrating Flow Chaining and Error Compen-
sation Module

Once we have corrected the errors in flow chaining using
the proposed error compensation module, we switch back
to flow chaining and continue tracking until the next occlu-
sions occur, as depicted in Fig. 1. Finally, we generalize this
framework to dense tracking by sharing the motion encoder
across the multiple dense queries, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
However, extending this strategy to a setup where multiple
query points are provided introduces challenges in parallel
processing of motion encoder, as the points may become
occluded at different times for each query. To address this
problem, we synchronize the temporal window W across
the query points. We compute the trajectory within the win-
dow, then slide the window by a stride of ⌊ |W|

2 ⌋, and iterate
this process until reaching the end of the video. The overall
process, dubbed FlowTrack, is described in Alg. 1.

4. Experiments

4.1. Evaluation Dataset

In our study, we utilize the TAP-Vid [5] benchmark to test
our method, a benchmark specifically created for assessing
tracking performance in long video sequences. This bench-
mark encompasses a mix of real and synthetic videos, with
the real videos having accurately annotated point tracks and
the synthetic ones having perfect ground-truth tracks. The
DAVIS [30] dataset features 30 real video clips, including

challenges such as large scale change. The Kinetics [21]
dataset consists of 1,189 real videos from YouTube, which
includes various real-world difficulties such as severe mo-
tion blur or scene cuts. The RGB-Stacking [22] dataset con-
tains a series of 50 synthetic videos, each 250 frames long,
with homogeneous backgrounds, making it difficult to find
accurate correspondences.

We employ several evaluation metrics in line with the
TAP-Vid benchmark to assess both the position and occlu-
sion accuracy of our predicted tracks. Average Position Ac-
curacy (< δxavg) calculates the precision of visible points
across thresholds of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 pixels. Occlusion
Accuracy (OA) gauges the correctness of model’s visibil-
ity predictions for each frame. Average Jaccard (AJ) is a
dual measure of occlusion and position accuracy. Tempo-
ral Coherence (TC) measures the L2 distance between the
ground-truth acceleration and the acceleration of the pre-
dicted trajectory [41].

4.2. Implementation Details

We train our model with batch size of 8, on 8 RTX 3090
GPUs. We use the Kubric MOVi-F dataset [10] as a train-
ing dataset. We train our model for 100,000 iterations with
AdamW [26] optimizer, with a learning rate of 5 · 10−4 and
linear decay learning rate scheduler. We train our model
with L1 loss for trajectory and binary cross entropy loss for
visibility. Along with the visibility status, we also predict
uncertainty to determine whether the error of the predicted
position is below a certain threshold [6]. This prediction is
then used to adjust the visibility status for inference, follow-
ing Doersch et al. [6]. We use a modified RAFT [37] that
uses 4-stride feature map for extracting optical flow. We
use window size |W| = 8, motion sampling stride s = 8,
and the number of sampled motion Ns = 256. We use
τcycle = 0.2, τfeat = 0.2, local correlation radius r = 3, and
the number of layer L = 6. When training, we randomly
sample 256 query points. We utilize a modified ResNet [12]
as our feature encoder E , where the outputs of all blocks
are resized and concatenated and then projected onto a 128-
channel dimension. For the error compensation module, we
set the number of iterations K to 4. All inference times
were measured on a single RTX 3090 GPU.

4.3. Main Results

As shown in Tab. 1, we evaluate FlowTrack on the TAP-
Vid [5] dataset. We primarily focus on the TAPVid-DAVIS
dataset, as it contains real-world scenes without scene cuts,
which are most relevant for tracking applications. Overall,
our method shows constant performance gain upon RAFT,
highlighting the effectiveness of our error compensation
module. On the DAVIS [30] dataset, we achieve the high-
est scores across nearly all metrics for both 256×256 and
384×512 resolutions. Specifically, FlowTrack exhibits su-
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Method DAVIS Kinetics RGB-Stacking
AJ ↑ < δxavg ↑ OA ↑ TC ↓ AJ ↑ < δxavg ↑ OA ↑ TC ↓ AJ ↑ < δxavg ↑ OA ↑ TC ↓

384×512 Input Resolution
PIPs [11] 42.0 59.4 82.1 1.78 35.3 54.8 77.4 - 37.3 51.0 91.6 -
CoTracker [20] 64.8 79.1 88.7 0.92 - - - - - - - -
FlowTrack (Ours) 66.0 79.8 87.2 0.50 - - - - - - - -

256×256 Input Resolution
COTR [18] 35.4 51.3 80.2 - 19.0 38.8 57.4 - 6.8 13.5 79.1 -
RAFT [37] 30.0 46.3 79.6 0.93 34.5 52.5 79.7 - 44.0 58.6 90.4 -
TAP-Net [5] 38.4 53.1 82.3 10.82 46.6 60.9 85.0 - 59.9 72.8 90.4 -
OmniMotion [41] 51.7 67.5 85.3 0.74 55.1∗ 69.6∗ 89.6∗ - 77.5 87.0 93.5 -
TAPIR [6] 61.3 73.6 88.8 1.01 57.2 70.1 87.8 - 62.7 74.6 91.6 -
FlowTrack (Ours) 63.2 76.3 89.2 0.53 56.4 68.9 88.0 0.80 66.2 76.9 94.3 0.09

Table 1. Comparison to prior works on TAPVid. The best scores are highlighted in bold, while the second-best are denoted with
underline. ∗: The scores are evaluated in the subset of the dataset.

Method DAVIS
AJ < δxavg OA

(I) Full model 63.2 76.3 89.2
(II) (I) - Motion Prior 60.5 73.8 88.7
(III) (II) - Matching Module 38.2 56.8 59.5

Table 2. Ablation of main components. We conduct an ablation
study by gradually excluding components to our full model.

Methods 1 point 10 points 102 points 103 points 104 points 105 points

OmniMotion [41] >36,000 >36,000 >36,000 >36,000 >36,000 >36,000
PIPs [11] 4.61 39.50 389.04 3869.67 >36,000 >36,000
CoTracker-Single† [20] 8.44 77.56 769.29 7492.02 >36,000 >36,000
TAPIR [6] 0.55 0.55 0.56 2.92 28.13 284.69
FlowTrack (Ours) 6.67 6.97 7.01 8.09 19.81 145.37

Table 3. Inference time (s) comparison on varying number of
query points. All the inference times are measured using the 50-
frame horsejump-high sequence in the DAVIS dataset [29]. We
indicate times exceeding 10 hours as > 36, 000. †: Infer one point
at a time, which is the setup used for the main evaluation.

perior temporal coherence (TC), which we attribute to the
inherent smoothness of optical flow. This also implies that
our error correction module produces temporally smooth
predictions. Also, our method demonstrates competitive
performance on the TAP-Vid-Kinetics dataset containing
videos with various disruptive effects, such as scene cuts
and caption-only sequences. While our approach falls short
of the state-of-the-art [6] on this dataset, we hypothesize
that these disruptive effects (i.e., scene cuts) make the mo-
tion extracted from optical flow unreliable, hindering accu-
rate trajectory inference. On the synthetic RGB-Stacking
dataset, our method surpassed recent point tracking ap-
proaches [5, 6, 11], while OmniMotion [41] demonstrated
strong performance on the same dataset. We conjecture that
the static camera in the RGB-Stacking dataset eases the op-
timization process for dynamic neural fields [31].

4.4. Ablation Study and Analysis

Ablation on core components. We provide ablation of
core components in Tab. 2. We demonstrate the perfor-

Method DAVIS
AJ < δxavg OA

RAFT [37] 63.2 76.3 89.2
FlowFormer [15] 62.4 75.7 88.8
GMFlow [43, 44] 57.7 71.2 87.7
GMFlow∗ [43, 44] 62.5 75.7 89.0

Table 4. Ablation on state-of-the-art optical flow models. ∗: We
apply the method at its training resolutions, since using it at a res-
olution of 256× 256 leads to degraded results.

τcycle
DAVIS Flow Inference

AJ < δxavg OA Ratio Time (s)

0.1 63.8 76.8 89.1 34.7 354.47
0.2 63.2 76.3 89.2 60.1 219.42
0.3 62.6 75.8 89.0 66.3 188.15
0.5 61.8 75.0 89.0 73.4 149.34
0.7 61.3 74.6 89.1 78.3 122.59
0.9 61.0 74.3 89.1 80.2 113.60

Table 5. Analysis of the relationship between cycle consistency
threshold and performance and efficiency in dense tracking.
We demonstrate the trade-off between performance and efficiency
in relation to the cycle consistency threshold.

mance of our full model in (I), and progressively exclude
components. (II) presents our model without the motion
prior. The significant performance gap highlights the ben-
efit of leveraging motion extracted from optical flow. This
also suggests that confident motion from optical flow can
serve as an effective signal for tracking. In (III), we demon-
strate the effectiveness of the matching module, which is
outlined in Sec. 3.3, where it successfully compensates for
the flow error. Note that the score in (III) reflects the perfor-
mance of RAFT baseline, where we use a modified version
of RAFT that utilizes a 4-stride feature.

Analysis on inference time. In Tab. 3, we present a com-
parison of inference times. Note that we evaluated these
times using the public code released by the respective au-
thors. Our model demonstrates significantly faster infer-
ence in dense tracking setups compared to point tracking
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Reference Frame Edited Frames
Figure 6. Long-range dense tracking application with edit propagation. We conduct edit propagation using our method, which results
in consistent propagation even in cases of occlusion, while maintaining spatial smoothness.

methods [11, 20], especially when dealing with > 104

points. This is noteworthy considering that even predicting
dense trajectories at 256 × 256 resolution requires 65,536
inferences, highlighting our model’s substantial advantage.
However, our model does require the feed-forward process-
ing of a motion encoder, introducing some overhead even
for a single feed-forward pass of points. Despite this, we
want to emphasize the practicality of our model in dense
tracking applications, such as pose estimation [46] or edit-
ing propagation [14].

Ablation on optical flow model. We ablate on various
optical flow models in Tab. 4. We employ RAFT [37] as
a baseline and compare it to FlowFormer [15] and GM-
Flow [43, 44]. However, we found that GMFlow suffers
at 256 × 256 resolution, thus we present additional scores
using the original training resolution. Overall, our model
shows similar scores across these optical flow models.

Analysis on cycle consistency threshold τcycle. We show
the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency in dense
tracking in Tab. 5. We evaluate performance using the
TAPVid-DAVIS dataset. We measure the Flow Ratio and
Inference Time as metrics for efficiency in dense predic-
tion. The Flow Ratio denotes the ratio at which optical flow
is utilized for tracking; a higher flow ratio leads to more
efficient tracking. Our findings reveal that a tighter cycle-
consistency threshold necessitates more error compensa-
tion, resulting in slower inference times but better accuracy.
We balance between performance and efficiency, providing
flexibility for real-world applications. For applications re-
quiring high precision, a low cycle-consistency threshold
could be a good choice. Conversely, for applications de-

manding speed, a high threshold could be beneficial.

4.5. Application on Edit Propagation

We visualize application of dense long-range tracking in
Fig. 6. Video editing requires spatially smooth propagation;
otherwise, the edits would appear scattered. It’s noteworthy
that our method can smoothly propagate edits even in the
presence of occlusions. Additionally, we emphasize that
these edits were completed within a minute, demonstrating
the practicality of our framework.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel framework that revisits
and extends optical flow methods for effective long-range,
dense tracking. By introducing an innovative error com-
pensation module, we address the primary challenges as-
sociated with optical flow, namely trajectory drifting and
occlusions. This module harnesses the spatio-temporal mo-
tion priors from confident flow estimations to correct inac-
curacies in the flow, enabling the module to maintain spatial
coherence and track objects accurately over extended peri-
ods. Through extensive experiments, we demonstrate that
our framework not only mitigates the limitations of opti-
cal flow in long-range scenarios but also outperforms recent
point tracking methods.
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